La carte d’Avignon
De la Méditerranée à la Baltique 1190-1490

Des côtes françaises continentales de la Méditerranée aux rivages de la Mer du Nord et de la Baltique
Recherches 2015-2020 sur les cartes marines médiévales et les Portulans

By Jacques MILLE Agrégé de l’Université ( Géographie )

This book privately published, will feature 350 pages and 160 illustrations.
Limited edition : 400 copies, each copy numbered and signed by the author.

La carte d’Avignon describes the author’s research on nautical medieval charts and Portolans, particularly of the French Mediterranean coasts, from Italy to Spain ( 1st Part ), and studies ( 2nd and 3rd Parts ) an exceptional nautical chart recently discovered in the Archives of Vaucluse, Avignon.

The book aims to prove that this chart, now referred to as “ La carte d’Avignon”, is one of the oldest known to us from that period ( along with Pisan and Cortona examples ), dateable to circa 1300-1310, and that it could be the first to map the North Sea as far as Scotland and Gotland island in the Baltic Sea.

The author demonstrates that the chart’s anonymous maker was a professional and that his work was both innovative and conducted in secret, more than a quarter of a century before the nautical charts of Vesconte ( 1311-13 ), Carignano and Dulcert ( 1330 ), considered until now as the first to map these regions.

Subscription price : 40 euros ( including shipping costs upon publication ) :
Retail price : 60 euros

Statement of interest to purchase this book

A subscription period will open on December 1st 2020.
If you are interested in purchasing this title, please, before December 1st, return the order below to : Jacques MILLE 133 rue Jaubert 13005 Marseille.
or express your interest by email to jacques.mille2@wanadoo.fr
You will be sent a copy of the subscription form, with a more detailed description of the forthcoming volume,
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